General Rules of Hardie Race Promotions
SAFETY WITHIN THE COMPLEX
- A walking pace speed limit is enforced throughout the pit area.
- There will be no ‘private cars’ permitted within the pit area – any tools, spares
etc should be with the tow vehicle / trailer.
- Drivers must remain within vehicles at all times when on track except in
emergency situations, or when advised to exit the car from the Clerk of the
Course.
- When entering or exiting the raceway, drivers must only drive in the direction of
the formula on track.
- Drivers must line up in single file order at the end of the race whilst waiting to
exit the pit gate. There must be no overtaking once the red flags are out at the
end of the race.
- Any cars being worked on within the pit area on a jack, must be supported by a
secondary device – ie, axle stands
- Any cars being worked on with a hiab, must ensure that the car overhangs the
bed of the hiab
- There must be a 2kg foam fire extinguisher at all transporter vehicles.
GENERAL RULES
- All drivers must attend the drivers briefing, 30 minutes before the meeting start
time – this will be held on the infield unless otherwise notified.
- There must be no overtaking the pace car on track without authorisation
- Drivers must not drive into, or through the centre area of the track
- Lead car / group must maintain 5 car lengths from pace car at all times
- Drivers must not enter race control without invitation during a meeting. Any
complaints or protests must be put in writing within 30m of the event finishing.
External video footage is not deemed as appropriate evidence.
- Steward decision is final
- Marshal or official verbal or physical abuse will not be tolerated and will result in
a minimum of a loading up.
- Wristbands must be worn at all times within the venue.
- Drivers must sign in before going to scrutineering
- Any driver forgetting their log book will be subject to a £5 penalty charge – this
includes drivers that have not handed photos in.
HOUSEKEEPING
- Keep your pit area tidy, and use bins provided, or leave any rubbish in a bag.
- Any driver found to be leaving litter, car parts, or otherwise will be subject to a
fine before being permitted to race again.

ORCi 2022 Driver Safety Equipment Specification Regulations
The "Driver Safety Equipment Specification Regulations" are a common set of regulations,
produced by the ORCi, governing the safety equipment used by drivers, and applicable to all
ORCi sanctioned formulas.

These regulations are located in the "Technical" section of the ORCi website where they can be
accessed by anyone, and managed in a controlled fashion to ensure integrity and consistency
across formulas.
Drivers should regularly consult the ORCi website for the latest applicable regulations and
updates:
ORCi Website Technical Section: http://www.orci.co.uk/Content/Technical
ORCi Website Home-page: http://www.orci.co.uk/Home
Follow the ORCi on Social Media: Facebook - @OvalRacingCouncilInternational

